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Short Form - Fiction: Mystery Recipe - Basil Week Wildcard Segment 
[Narrator] In a world full of crime, and other not so nice things, there’s a need for those with 
superhuman abilities. Super Heros, as they’re known, fight to protect those who deserve protection 
from the no good very bad villains who just want to be big and mean and in the way. Kitchville was 
one such place in need of protecting, but it didn’t have a hero of its very own. Until now.  
 
[Basil Boy] Uh oh. Look out!  
 
[CRASH] 
 
[Basil Boy] Sorry. 
 
[Narrator] “Look out” is right, it’s Basil Boy.  
 
[Basil Boy] I’m still getting the hang of this.  
 
[CRASH] 
 
[Basil Boy] Sorry!  
 
[Chorus] Basil Basil Basil!  
 
[Narrator] Basil Boy’s mission was to spice things up in the name of all things herb, using his silent H 
to fight crime and tip the scales of justice back towards those with home gardens. 



 
[Basil Boy] Boy you’re sure making me sound good.  
 
[Narrator] Look out Kitchville, you’ve got a new hero in town, and he tastes great. 
 
[Basil Boy] If you like herbs and spices that is. 
 
[Chorus] Basil Basil Basil! 
 
[Basil Boy] Excuse me, are you in trouble?  
 
[Man] Me? Why, no. Not at all. I’m just here having a sandwich.  
 
[Basil Boy] Well, what’s on it? 
 
[Man] Oh, just some tomato, and mozzarella. A little balsamic.  
 
[Basil Boy] HiYA!  
 
[Smack!] 
 
[Man] Ow!  
 
[Basil Boy] Cha! Ha! HIYA!  
 
[Smack! Smack! Smack!] 
 
[Man] Ow, wow, yikes! Gosh, what are you doin kid, what’re you some kind of lunatic?! I didn't do 
nothing wrong. 
 
[Basil Boy] No, you sure didn’t. But your sandwich did. Take a look at it now!  
 
[Man] Oh, alright. It looks like it’s... got some basil on it. I guess that’s better, but you sure did scare 
me silly, slapping around all willy nilly. I don’t know you, how am I supposed to- 
 
[Basil Boy] No need to thank me! It’s all part of the job. 
 
[Man] I wasn’t thanking you, that was honestly kinda scary. 
 



[Basil Boy] And I’m off!  
 
[Chrus] Basil Basil Basil! 
 
[Narrator] Sometimes those who need help the most are the ones who least expect it.  
 
[Basil Boy] Hey there lady at the vending machine. 
 
[Lady] Wha- Hi?  
 
[Basil Boy] What’re you going to get?  
 
[Narrator] What WAS she going to get? All those choices.  
 
[Basil Boy] All these choices… 
 
[Lady] So many things to choose from. 
 
[Narrator] That’s what I’m saying!  
 
[Lady] I don’t know exactly, I was in the mood for something chocolatey I think… 
 
[Basil Boy] Well how about THIS!  
 
[WHOOSH!] 
 
[Lady] Wha- now the whole machine is just filled with bundles of basil!  
 
[Basil Boy] You’re welcome! Now, you don’t have to decide.  
 
[Lady] I- I can’t just eat basil as a snack. I mean, I guess I’ll just get a soda instead? 
 
[Narrator] BUT, which soda will she choose?  
 
[Basil Boy] BUT which soda will you choose? 
 
[Narrator] Quit repeating everything I say!  
 
[Lady] I guess I’ll have… 



 
[WHOOSH!] 
 
[Lady] Did you just- 
 
[Narrator] Yes, he had.  
 
[Lady] Now they’re all basil flavored. That sounds- 
 
[Basil Boy] Delish, I know. Bubbly Basil pop, you’re welcome.  
 
[Lady] I was thirsty. Now I’m sad.  
 
[Narrator] All in a day's work for Basil Boy.  
 
[Basil Boy] My job here is done! Back to the garden!  
 
[Chrus] Basil Basil Basil! 
 
[Narrator] His job there was done too. For soon there was nothing left in Kitchville but basil and sad 
citizens.  
 
[Basil Boy] I’m… just doing my job. 
 
[Narrator] But, was he doing it too well? It was time for Basil Boy to pack up and move onto the next 
town.  
 
[Basil Boy] So long Kitchville. 
 
[Narrator] And THAT, is the super hero story… of Basil Boy.  
 
[Chrus] Basil Basil Basil! 
 
[Basil Boy] Uh oh. Look out!  
 
[CRASH]  
 
[Basil Boy] Sorry. 
 



 

 

 

Short Form - Fiction: Mystery Recipe - Tomato Week Wildcard Segment 
 
[Narrator] In the criminal justice system, culinary based offenses are considered especially Hienz-sus. 
In New Jersey, the dedicated detectives who investigate these fruitful felonies are members of an elite 
squad known as the... Senate? These are their stories.  
 
[DUN DUN] 
 
[Judge] Order in the court, order! The court today hears the case of Science versus the New Jersey 
State Senate. Can the tomato be ruled the New Jersey State Vegetable? Science, we’ll start with you. 
 
[Science] Thank you, your honor. Now I am here today with a single fact that will offer a simple 
solution to this problem. Tomatoes… are fruits. 
 
 [Gasps and shock] 
 
[Senator] I object!  
 
[Judge] On what grounds? 
 
[Senator] I’m upset! 
 
[Judge] Overruled. Continue please Science. 
 
[Science] This is just fact, ladies and gentlemen, and not a new fact at that. A fruit has seeds... on the 
inside, it’s as simple as that. I present exhibit A.  
 
[Murmurs in the courtroom] 
 
[Judge] It’s… it’s a tomato. 
 
[Science] It’s a tomato. And once I take this… KNIFE! 



 
 [Gasps] 
 
[Judge] Now you’ve… cut it in half. 
 
[Science] I have CUT the tomato IN HALF. And what do you see, your honor?  
 
[Judge] Thin outer wall, pulp, and... seeds.  
 
[Science] And where ARE the seeds, your honor? 
 
[Judge] The seeds are on... the inside.  
 
[Science] Defence rests its case! 
 
[Judge] Senator RealPerson, the floor is yours.  
 
[Senator] Thank you, your honor. And thank you, science, for your contributions to society at large, 
really. I trust... science. I love... science. But today, science is not the path we must take.  
 
[Patriotic music begins.] 
 
[Senator] I am here today on behalf of Mr. Redacted’s 4th grade class, at ActualTown elementary 
school, here in the beautiful state of New Jersey. The Garden State, a state so named because of the 
pride and honor we take in our produce. The tomato has brought this state nutrients, economic 
stability, and dare I say it... joy? For years. This fourth grade class merely wants to instill the humble 
tomato with the honor it deserves.  
 
[Patriotic music ends.] 
 
[Senator] But, if the tomato is a fruit, how can it become our New Jersey state vegetable? I present, 
exhibit B! Your honor, would you describe Exhibit B for the court?  
 
[Judge] It’s a transcript of the Supreme Court case of Nix v. Hedden, from 1893. 
 
[Senator] And what exactly does this case say about tomatoes, your honor? 
 
[Judge] Uh, well let’s see… huh, would you look at that! It says that they’re... vegetables!  
 



[Gasps and murmuring] 
 
[Senator] In 1893, The Supreme Court of the United States ruled the tomato as a vegetable. And why, 
you might ask? Well, your honor, tomatoes were categorized as vegetables due to its place on the 
dinner table in entrees and appetizers and it’s undeniable absence in deserts. Why then, if the highest 
court in our country has labeled it as such, should the New Jersey state vegetable not be our beloved 
tomato!  
 
[Science] Well, courts aren’t EVERYTHING, science is SCIENCE!  
 
[Judge] Dare I to remind you we are in court right now?! It is decided. The New Jersey state vegetable 
shall be: the tomato!  
 
[Cheers, weeping, general ruckus fades.]  
 

 

Short Form - Educational: Chompers - Body Systems Week 
 
[THEME SONG BEGINS] 
 
[RACHEL]  Good morning, and welcome to Chompers! Your morning and night tooth brushing 
show. It’s Body Systems Week, and today we have some riddles for you! Ready for your first one? 
 
[KIDS] YES! 
 
[RACHEL]  I’m like a supercomputer 
I handle all your thoughts 
I send a lot of messages 
What to do and what to not 
 
What am I? 
 
[GROUP] The brain!  
 
[RACHEL] The Brain! 
 
The brain tells your body what to do. It’s part of the nervous system, and it’s connected to all the 
NERVES in your body.  



 
Let’s say I wanted to wave hello to my friend. First I have a thought, in my brain, that says, “I want to 
wave to my friend.” Then, my brain tells my arm to raise… 
 
[SLIDE WHISTLE] 
 
[RACHEL] -the muscles in my arm and hand move my skeleton… 
 
[MARIMBA] 
 
[RACHEL] -and I wave! That message, “WAVE TO YOUR FRIEND!” travels really fast from my 
brain to my hand.  
 
[ZOOM] 
 
[RACHEL] And then, hopefully, my friend waves back.  
 
[FRIEND] Oh, hello! 
 
[RACHEL] Alright, ready for your next riddle? 
 
I’m part of a few systems 
And can sometimes be a pain 
But I handle communication 
Between the body and the brain  
 
So, what body part is this? 
 
[GROUP] The spine!  
 
[RACHEL] The spine!  
 
The spine is part of a few different body systems! It’s made of bones, and so it’s part of your skeleton, 
or your skeletal system. But the spine is also part of the nervous system!  Remember how when I waved 
to my friend, it started as a thought in my brain? “I want to wave to my friend.” Well the brain needed 
some help sending that message to my arm, so the message traveled through the spinal cord… 
 
[MARIMBA]  
 



[RACHEL] to my arm!  
 
[THEME SONG BEGINS] 
 
[RACHEL] That’s it for Chompers today, so it’s time to send a new message from our brains to our 
mouths! That message is- 
 
[KIDS] THE END! 
 
[THEME SONG ENDS] 

 

Long Form - Serial: Mystery Recipe - Episode 22 
 
[Molly] Welcome back folks! It’s time for Mystery Recipe!  
 
[Mitsy] She’s (sniffling) Molly Birnbaulm. Editor in chief of… America’s Test Kitchen Kids.  
 
[Molly] And this is Mitsy! Hand… safety officer for the Recipe Lab... Oven Mitt and... right hand gal. 
Mitsy are you crying? 
 
[Mitsy] I’m not crying! You’re crying! I don’t know what you’re talking about! True or false: I’m not 
crying. TRUE! No, false, it’s false, I’m crying. 
 
[Molly] Mitsy, what’s wrong?  
 
[Mitsy] Nothing it’s just- It’s our last episode of our final ingredient! I can’t believe season one is 
almost over!  
 
[Molly] Well, that’s true. The whole season has been building to this moment. Plus, it’s day three of 
Pasta Week. Today we are going to be answering one of our listener’s questions using SCIENCE, and 
then we’ll hear something unexpected with our Wildcard Segment. BUT, don’t forget Mitsy that next 
week is our Grand Finale! We’ll finally learn what our Mystery Recipe will be… and then we’ll cook it 
together!  
 
[Mitsy] That’s true. Next week, listeners, will be our grand finale cook along! We’ll only have one 
episode next week, but it’s sure to make podcasting history.  
 
[Molly] Well, don’t over sell us there Mitsy. 



 
[Mitsy] No it’s really going to be the greatest thing to happen to podcasts since Serial. 
 
[Molly] You listened to Serial?  
 
[Mitsy] What? No, I eat cereal. For breakfast, every morning. Can’t make podcasts on an empty 
stomach. But our Grand Finale Cook a long, it’s really going to be so much fun. 
 
[Molly] That’s right! Grown ups, stick around after the episode and we’ll give you some more 
information about what you’ll need if you want to cook our Mystery Recipe along with us next week! 
We’ve designed next week’s episode to be an interactive co-listening experience for you and the young 
chefs in your life. You’ll be able to listen as a family and cook our Mystery Recipe with us in real time 
during the episode! 
 
[Mitsy] It’s going to be a real treat. But that doesn’t make me any less sad to be finishing our first 
season.  
 
[Molly] Well, I’m sad too Mitsy. It’s okay to be sad, that just proves how much fun we’ve had so far.  
 
[Mitsy] SO MUCH FUN!  
 
[Molly] We’ve all learned so much.  
 
[Mitsy] SO MUCH LEARNING. 
 
[Molly] But I have lots of other feelings too. I’m grateful for all the time everyone put into helping us 
make these episodes, and I’m excited for all the young chefs who might listen and get inspired about 
food and cooking.  
 
[Mitsy] Yeah, I feel all those things too. 
 
[Molly] It makes sense to be sad when things end, but try to save some space for the good feelings too!  
 
[Mitsy] You’re the best Molly. Like, really just the best. I got some space left, not much though, I had a 
LOT of cereal this morning. But, I’m feeling better already. Thank you Molly!  
 
[Molly] Thank YOU, Mitsy, should we get started?  
 
[Mitsy] Yep! Let's do this one together! On 3. 1-2-3! 



 
[Molly and Mitsy] Let’s get started, right after our theme! 
 
[THEME SONG] 
 
[Molly] And we’re back. It’s time for Pressing Questions!  
 
[Mitsy] Where we use SCIENCE to answer a question from our listeners.  
 
[Molly] It’s Pasta Week, were you able to find any submissions from young chefs about pasta? 
 
[Mitsy] We did indeed! But before we get to it, I just wanted to thank all the listeners and their grown 
ups who have written in to us at mysteryrecipe@americastestkitchen.com. We may not have had time 
in season one to answer all your pressing questions, but we really love reading them! They inspired me 
and our test cooks to do a lot of serious thinking.  
 
[Molly] Thank you Recipe Testers! Alright Mitsy, let’s hear this week’s question. 
 
[KID] (BEEP) Why is it that pasta recipes tell me to put salt in the boiling water while my noodles are 
cooking? Does it really have that much effect on the taste, even though I strain the noodles? 
 
[Molly] Excellent question Mitsy! Why do pasta recipes tell you to add salt while the noodles are 
boiling! I think this calls for a taste test. 
 
[Mitsy] GAH! Can’t wait.  
 
[Molly] Alright, I’m going to the recipe lab, where we have some Kid Recipe Testers standing by to 
help us answer this question. You hold down the fort till I get back?  
 
[Mitsy] I will try but, what fort? Did you build a fort in here without inviting me?  
 
[Molly] No Mitsy, it’s just a saying. You’re in charge till I get back, okay? 
 
[Mitsy] Okay! Got it. That I can do. See you soon Molly!  
 
[We hear Molly leave the studio] 
 
[Mitsy] Wait for it… wait for it…. Okay listeners I think she’s gone. SO! While Molly was saying to 
leave room for other emotions, you know, being excited for inspiring listeners and grateful for those 



who helped, I realized how grateful I am for her! I’m going to set up a supplies party for her while she’s 
doing the experiment! We’ll deck the studio out in all her favorite kitchen supplies, like pots and 
wooden spoons, and I’ll hide and then when she comes back I’ll jump out and yell SUPPLIES! And 
maybe throw an apron or something. GAH she’s going to love it! Just, don’t tell her okay? Oh! I know, 
I’ll just send you to commercial! Grown ups, this ad is for you! 
 
[MIDROLL AD BREAK]  


